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Abstract

Identifying the interest points in an image is a key step in image processing and computer
vision tasks. Every corner of the images represents a lot of information. Extracting the true
corners is the main object to image processing, which can reduce much of the time and
calculations. Many algorithms have been suggested in the image processing to detect the true
corners, based on the robust statistics. In this paper the corner detection algorithms SIFT and
FAST have been studied in image processing under the various image formats. Also, it can
provide a direction to the researchers to use the algorithm for the suitable image format and
to develop a new algorithm which can detect the exact corners of an image/blurred image.
The FAST corner detection method compared with the results of SIFT corner detection
method. Experimental results show that the FAST corner detection gives better results
compared to SIFT method. All the experiments are carried out MATLAB software.
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1. Introduction
Corner detection is a vital research area in computer vision. Corner is an important local
feature in images. Corner detection has played an important role in image matching [1],
outline capturing system [2-3], image representation [4] and other fields. The gray level corner
detection can be classified four performances of robustness and it must be specified all of the
corner detection, such as detection, localization, stability and complexity. Corner and edges
are the main role in image matching. The SIFT and FAST corner detection are the recently
developed method for image matching.
The scale variation and rotations SIFT can give better performance and the recently focuses
on FAST corner point detection through machine learning approach that has good and better
performance and also low resource requirements. There are recently developed many
applications that are related to corner detection, including image matching, image stitching,
object identification and stereo matching, among many others.
A corner can be defined as the intersection of two edges. The result of image processing
directly affected for true and quality of the corners. The corner detection, keeps useful
information and improving the efficiency. A number of corner detectors have been proposed
by the researchers. A variety of quantitatively evaluation methods of corner detection
algorithm have been proposed [5-7].
FAST and SIFT method are characterized by its speed and its independence to other local
features, using corners own features to detect corners directly. In this paper, these two corner
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detection algorithms were compared theoretically and their efficiency have been quantitatively
analyzed with various types of image/blurred image by using MATLAB software. An
elaborate discussion about SIFT and FAST algorithms are given in section 2. Section 3
presents the experimental results based on SIFT and FAST corner detection algorithm. The
summary and discussion are made in the last section.

2. Corner Detection Algorithms
A. SIFT Corner Detection Algorithm
SIFT (Scale Invariant Feature Transform) corner detection is realized by extracting
distinctive invariant features from images, which was proposed by DAVID G. LOWE (2004)
[8]. The SIFT features are highly distinctive and correctly matched with high probability
against a large database of features from images. This approach can robustly identify objects
and achieving near real time performance. This method has four major stages and they are
used to generate the set of image features such as Scale space extrema detection, keypoint
localization, orientation assignment, and key point descriptor. This method transforms image
into scale invariant coordinates relative to local features. The scale space of the image of the
function,
L(x,y,σ)= G(x,y,σ)*I(x,y)
Where L(x,y,σ) is produced from the convolution of a variable and G(x,y,σ) is the scale
Gussian with input image I(x,y) and * is the convolution operator in x and y. David G . Lowe
(1999) proposed using scale space extrema in the different of Gussian function is
D(x,y,σ)=[( G(x,y,kσ)- G(x,y,σ)]*I(x,y)
= L(x,y,kσ)- L(x,y,σ)
The DOG function will have a strong response along edges, even if the location along the
edge is poorly determined and therefore unstable to small amounts of noise. The principal
curvatures can be computed from a 2x2 Hessian matrix at the location and scale of the key
point,
H=

and reject those for which

>10

The SIFT key points distinctiveness is achieved by assembling a high-dimensional vector
representing the image gradients within a local region of the image. The key points have been
shown to be invariant to image rotation and scale and robust across a substantial range of
affine distortion, addition of noise, and change in illumination. Large numbers of key points
can be extracted from typical images, which leads to robustness in extracting small objects
among clutter. The SIFT key points perform well for images subject to noise/blur.
B. FAST Corner Detection
The several feature detectors, many of them, are really good. The FAST (Features from
Accelerated Segment Test) algorithm was proposed by Edward Rosten and Tom Drummond
[9]. This method has three advances, first we present a new heuristic for feature detection,
second, we generalize the detector and finally, we carry out a rigorous comparison of corner
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detectors based on the above repeatability criteria and also this method has both very fast and
very high quality [10]. For each location on the circle xЄ{1,2…,16}, the pixel at the position
relative to , denoted by p→x, can have on the three states,

The total entropy of k for any arbitrary set of corners, Q is
H(Q)= (c+c*)log2(c+c*)-clog2-c*loc2c*
Where c is the number of true corners and c* is the number of false corners. The
repeatability, R, is defined to be
R=NRepeated/Nuseful
In an image, identify an interest point, then considering a circle of sixteen pixels around the
pixel. Find the number of contiguous pixel to the interest point with respect to threshold value
T. This version does not perform well when the number of contiguous pixels less than 12. To
improve the speed and efficiency the author has introduced the machine learning approach.
Detection of multiple interest points adjacent to one another can be dealt with by applying non
maximal suppression after detecting the interest points.
The speed and complexity of an algorithm must meet the demand of real-time task, that is
the algorithm should be fast enough to be sable in the final image processing system. The
runtime of an algorithm can describe its complexity [11]. The criterion of repeatability is first
introduced to measure the consistency of key point location [12]. It is based on the number of
points that appear repeatedly between two images by using the concept of holography.
However the execution is too complex to be measured using the smart phone. After all, we
need to know the exact view change to estimate the location of the key points.

3. Experimental Results
This section presents the relative performance of SIFT and FAST corner detection. The
experiments are carried out using MATLAB, and tested with an image. To study the
performance of the SIFT and FAST corner detection techniques, a number of experiments
were carried out with a real image [(321x256), (9.12 KB), JPG] and it’s of various types along
with salt and pepper noise. This image has approximately 96 corners. The number of
true/(false) corners detected under these algorithms and the time taken to detect the corners are
summarized in the Table 3.1 and corners detected images are displayed in the Figure 3.1.
Table 3.1. Processing Time and Corners Detected under SIFT and FAST with
Various Type of Images
Type

Size
(in KB)

JPG
BMP

9.12(10.7)
241.00(82.5)
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No. of corner detected
SIFT
FAST
Time
True
False
Time
True
0.0212(0.1114) 59(46) 13(21) 0.0191(0.0199) 68(61)
0.0316(0.2845) 51(41) 14(30) 0.0198(0.1365) 61(52)

False
11(15)
12(21)
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GIF
PNG
TIFF
Type

18.60(19.5)
24.00(61.9)
8.59(74.9)

0.0262(0.2431)
0.0362(0.1234)
0.0179(0.1113)

JPG

61(56)
62(58)
61(52)

23(31)
14(26)
24(38)

BMP

0.0232(0.2142)
0.0203(0.1134)
0.0208(0.1024)
GIF

65(57)
63(51)
66(55)

18(17)
09(19)
20(27)

PNG

TIFF

Original Image
(without noise)

SIFT

FAST

Original Image
(with noise)

SIFT

FAST

Note: ( ) results based on salt and pepper noise image

Figure 3.1. Images Along with Corners Detected under SIFT and FAST
It is observed that the FAST algorithm performs well by considering the criterions, time
true/false corners detected, type of images/blurred image. All the matching file formats of the
image FAST corner detection gives best result when compared to SIFT. The more number of
true corners are detected in the image which supports JPG and TIFF image file formats.

4. Summary and Discussion
Corner detection plays a vital role in performing computer vision tasks. A many of the
corner detectors are exist in the literature, but still it is a challenging task of the researcher to
find the efficient detector in the context of speed, number of true corners, type image file
format, blurred/noise image etc., In this context this paper emphasizes the SIFT and FAST
corner detectors and their performance has been studied, quantitatively evaluated and it is
concluded that FAST algorithm provides better results when compared with SIFT by
considering the specific criterions. SIFT algorithm consumes too much time in the
computation thus results in lagging on the image that reduces the image quality significant.
Only FAST achieves the real-time performance in the corner detection in an embedded device.
However the FAST algorithm is not significantly high when compared to SIFT corner
detection method while considering the feature illumination changes. It is observed that the
development of these algorithms mainly based on the traditional statistical methods. But the
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traditional methods are very sensitive in the context of noise/outliers. The modern robust
statistical methods, which were developed by statistical communities recent past can tolerate
the presence of data points that do not obey the assumed model namely outliers/noise. The
researcher should aware the existence of robust methods and develop the new algorithm to
perform computer vision tasks in an efficient manner.
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